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S1 Text 355

Energy function 356

In the coarse-grained MiChroM [1] each monomer represents 50 kb DNA that 357

corresponds to the diameter a = 150 nm [2] for a single locus. For Chr10 whose length 358

contour length is 136 Mb, the number of monomers is N = 2712. We used kBT (kB is 359

the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature) as the unit of energy. 360

Based on the distinct patterns of inter -chromosomal contacts and epigenetic 361

modifications, MiChroM assigns one of the six subcompartment types 362

t ∈ {B3, B2, B1, NA, A2, A1} to each chain monomer [3]. It is found that pairs of loci, 363

potential binding sites for CTCF [4] or lamin A [5], are in contact with higher 364

probability than their background. 365

The potential in MiChroM has the form [1], 366

UMiChroM = UHP +
∑
i,j

αti,tjf(rij) + χ
∑

(i,j)∈loops

f(rij) 367

+

smax∑
s=3

γ(s)
∑
i

f(ri,i+s) +

N∑
i=1

Uw(ri,w). (S1) 368

369

The above equation describes the energy of a homopolymer UHP, monomer type 370

(ti, tj)-dependent interactions, attractions between loop sites, genomic distance (s) 371

dependent condensation energies, and repulsion due to the spherical wall. 372

The homopolymer term UHP describes the energy of a self-avoiding chain, which we 373

confined to a sphere with a volume fraction of φ = 0.1, as 374

UHP =

N−1∑
i=1

UFENE(ri,i+1) +

N−2∑
i=1

Uangle(θi) 375

+

N−1∑
i=1

Uhc(ri,i+1) +

N−2∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+2

Usc(ri,j). (S2) 376

377
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First, the neighboring monomers along the chain is constrained by the finite extensible 378

nonlinear elastic bond potential, 379

UFENE(r) = −kbR
2
0

2
log

(
1− r2

R2
0

)
, (S3) 380

with a spring constant kb = 30 kBT/a
2 and a maximum extensible bond length 381

R0 = 1.5a. Second, the chain flexibility is adjusted by an angle potential, 382

Uangle(θi) = ka(1− cos(θi)), (S4) 383

which is defined for three consecutive monomers with cos θi = (r̂i,i+1 · r̂i+1,i+2) and 384

ka = 2 kBT . Third, the excluded volume interaction between neighboring monomers is 385

modeled by using the repulsive part of the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential, 386

Uhc(r) = 4ε

[(a
r

)12

−
(a
r

)6

+
1

4

]
Θ(21/6a− r), (S5) 387

where ε = 1 kBT and Θ(. . .) denotes the Heaviside step function. The fourth term Usc 388

(Eq S2), which characterizes the excluded volume interaction between nonbonded 389

monomers, has the same expression as Uhc. It is critical to note that during the stage of 390

conformational sampling of chromosome structures, we have truncated the repulsive 391

part of this potential to make Usc(r) = 2ε at a short distance r ≤ r∗ where 392

Uhc(r∗) = 2ε, so that chain can freely cross if necessary. This is essential for efficient 393

conformational sampling. However, when performing BD simulations of the collapsed 394

chromosome chain, we retain the original form of Usc(r)[= Uhc(r)], thus enforcing the 395

excluded volume interaction. 396

The second to fourth terms in Eq S1 are all pairwise nonbonded attractions, which 397

depend on the spatial distance between monomers, 398

f(r) =
1

2
(1 + tanh [µ(rc − r)]) , (S6) 399

while the value of prefactor αti,tj in Eq S1 depends on the monomer types ti and tj . 400

The term with χ = −1.61299 kBT is for i and j contact pairs that define loops, and 401

γ(s) is the function of inter-loci separation s(≤ smax = 500) along the chain, 402

γ(s) =
γ1

log(s)
+
γ2

s
+
γ3

s2
. (S7) 403

Lastly, the confinement effect of nuclear envelop and other chromosomes is 404

considered as the repulsion between the wall of spherical shell (diameter of 30 a) and 405

any monomer whose distance from the wall satisfies r ≤ 0.5a, such that 406

Uw(r) = 4ε

[(
a

r + ∆

)12

−
(

a

r + ∆

)6

+
1

4

]
Θ(0.5a− r). (S8) 407

where ∆ = (21/6 − 0.5)a. 408

All the parameters in the slightly modified MiChroM used here are summarized in 409

Tables 1 and 2, and additional ones can be found in Ref [1]. 410
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Table 1. Parameters of the energy potential for the heteropolymer model, MiChroM.

R0 1.5 a ε 1 kBT χ −1.61299 kBT
kb 30 kBT/a

2 µ 3.22 γ1 −0.03
ka 2 kBT rc 1.78 a γ2 −0.351

γ3 −3.727
smax 500

Table 2. The monomer type dependent parameter α of MiChroM (in the unit of kBT ).

B3 B2 B1 NA A1 A2
B3 −0.341230 −0.329350 −0.336630 −0.349490 −0.266760 −0.301320
B2 −0.330443 −0.321726 −0.282536 −0.258880 −0.281154
B1 −0.342020 −0.209919 −0.262513 −0.286952
NA −0.255994 −0.225646 −0.245080
A1 −0.268028 −0.274604
A2 −0.299261

Conformational sampling 411

To facilitate conformational sampling of the chromatin chain at equilibrium [6], 412

underdamped Langevin equation of motion 413

m
d2~ri
dt2

= −ζMD
d~ri
dt
− ~∇~riU(~r1, ~r2, . . .) + ~ξ(t) (S9) 414

415

was integrated with a time step δt = 0.01τMD and friction coefficient ζMD = 0.1m/τMD, 416

which gives rise to the characteristic time scale of τMD = (ma2/ε)1/2. The initial 417

compact globular structures were obtained from an extended heteropolymer chain in the 418

presence of heterogeneous non-bonded interaction terms for the simulation time of 419

2× 104τMD. The truncated form of the excluded volume interaction potential was used 420

to facilitate the conformational sampling. Then equilibration runs were performed for 421

105τMD for Chr10 in spherical confinement. Snapshots were collected every 102τMD, 422

from five independent replicas, for the analysis of static properties. It is worth noting 423

that compared with the previous study [1] in which collapse for hompolymer was first 424

induced, followed by switching on the heterogeneous non-bonded interaction terms, our 425

procedure of obtaining the conformational ensemble by directly collapsing the 426

heteropolymer chain is more efficient computationally; We found that the majority of 427

resulting chromosome conformations are free from entanglement (see S1D Fig). 428

Simulation of chromosome dynamics 429

To study the dynamics (such as configurational relaxation) of the polymer chain, we 430

carried out the simulation of chromatins under over damped condition. Because of the 431

compact folding, hydrodynamic interactions on DNA loci will be mostly screened [7] 432

with a marginal residual effect on the diffusivity of loci, which is supported by a recent 433

Stokesian dynamics simulation of DNA in a packed E. Coli nucleoid [8]. Thus, in order 434

to probe the dynamic behavior of chromosomes, we performed free draining Brownian 435

dynamics (BD) simulations [9, 10] by integrating the equation of motion, 436

d~ri
dt

= − Di0

kBT
∇~riU(~r1, ..., ~rN ) + ~Ri(t), (S10) 437

where Di0 is the bare diffusion coefficient of the i-th particle, and ~Ri(t) is the Gaussian 438

random noise satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 439
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〈~Ri(t) · ~Rj(t′)〉 = 6Di0δijδ(t− t′). Di0 was estimated via kBT/6πηR, where 440

η = 7.0× 10−3 Pa·s is the nuclear viscosity [11] and R = a/2. Furthermore, since we are 441

concerned with passive dynamics of chromosome, the truncation of the excluded volume 442

interaction Usc in Eq S2, the original intent of which was to mimic the effect of 443

topoisomerases, was removed. Thus, in our simulation we strictly disallow chain 444

crossing. 445

We chose an integration time step δtBD = 1× 10−3 τBD with the Brownian time 446

τBD = a2/Di0 ≈ 50 ms, which is the value estimated from η ≈ 7 cP and monomer size 447

a = 150 nm. Starting from centroid conformations of the five most populated clusters 448

(Fig 1B), BD simulations were carried out for 4× 104 τBD in each trajectory. Unless 449

stated otherwise, all the time scales of dynamic quantities reported in this study are in 450

the unit of τBD, and the genomic position are measured in the unit of Mb. All 451

simulations were performed by adapting the ESPResSo 3.3.1 package [12,13]. 452

Correlation in time: Velocity-velocity auto-correlation 453

We calculated the correlation function of displacement of the ith and jth loci divided by 454

the lag time ∆t, which is equivalent to the mean velocity correlation function [14,15], 455

C∆t
V,(i,j)(t) =

〈∆~ri(t+ t0; ∆t) ·∆~rj(t0; ∆t)〉t0
(∆t)2

, (S11) 456

457

where ∆~ri(t; ∆t) = ~ri(t+ ∆t)− ~ri(t) and 〈. . .〉t0 ≡ 1/τmax

∫ τmax

0
dt0(. . .). Regardless of 458

∆t, the auto-correlation function C∆t
V,(m,m)(t), calculated for the midpoint monomer 459

(m = N/2), displays a negative correlation peak (C∆t
V,(m,m) < 0) at t = ∆t (S5A Fig), 460

followed by a slow relaxation to zero, i.e., C∆t
V,(m,m)(t� ∆t)→ 0. The curves plotted 461

with the rescaled time t/∆t overlap onto each other and allow us to assess the variation 462

among the curves (S5B Fig). 463

Following the interpretation of fractional Langevin motion, one could posit that the 464

dynamic behavior of chromatin loci captured in C∆t
V,(m,m)(t) is caused by viscoelasticity 465

of the effective medium [16]. However, even an ideal Rouse chain in free space (β = 0.5) 466

displays a similar curve C∆t
V,(m,m)(t) (S5B Fig, white dashed line). The negative 467

correlation peak for the Rouse chain is solely due to the chain connectivity with the 468

neighboring monomer along the chain. For our chromosome model, restoring forces of 469

the surrounding, non-covalently interacting beads can contribute to the negative 470

correlation peak as well. As shown in S5B Fig, the difference between the two curves, 471

C∆t
V,(m,m)(t/∆t)s, with β = 0.4 for our chromatin model and with β = 0.5 for the ideal 472

Rouse chain is subtle, and is not easy to discern. 473

The dynamical behavior of our chromatin model can more straightforwardly be 474

discerned from that of the ideal Rouse chain by calculating the Rouse modes, 475

~Xp(t) = N−1
∑N
n=1 cos (pnπ/N)~rn(t). While 〈X2

p〉 ∼ p−2 is anticipated for the free 476

Rouse chain [7, 17], we find 〈X2
p〉 ∼ p−1.7 for large p (N/p . 100. See S5D Fig). The 477

Rouse modes for a chain with the exponent ν are expected [18] to scale as 478

〈X2
p〉 ∼ p−(1+2ν). Thus, the exponent of 1.7 is explained again by the SF statistics with 479

ν = 1/3. 480

Cross-correlations of mean velocity between the midpoint (m = N/2) and other loci 481

(j 6= N/2) show how the correlation of our chromatin model changes with time (S5C 482

Fig). In contrast to the viscoelastic Rouse polymer model [19], the mean velocity 483

cross-correlation reveals a non-uniform and undiminishing correlation pattern, which 484

suggests that the chromosome structure is maintained through heterogeneous loci 485

interactions defying a full equilibration. 486
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Displacement correlation in an ideal Rouse chain 487

The coordinates of the ith monomer ~ri in an ideal Rouse chain can be transformed into 488

a linear combinations of different Rouse modes ~Xp [7], 489

~ri(t) = ~X0(t) + 2

N−1∑
p=1

~Xp(t) cos

(
pπi

N

)
. (S12) 490

Then, the position correlation between the ith and jth monomers, at time t+ ∆t and t 491

respectively, can be written as 492

~ri(t+ ∆t)~rj(t) = ~X0(t+ ∆t) ~X0(t) 493

+ 4

N−1∑
p=1

N−1∑
q=1

~Xp(t+ ∆t) ~Xq(t) cos

(
pπi

N

)
cos

(
qπj

N

)
. (S13) 494

495

Given that 496

〈Xp,α(t)Xq,β(t′)〉 = δpqδαβ
kBT

kp
exp

(
−|t
′ − t||
τp

)
(S14) 497

for p > 0 and 〈X0,α(t)X0,β(t′)〉 = δαβ2kBT/ζN ×min(t, t′), the average position 498

correlation in 3D is 499

〈~ri(t+ ∆t)~rj(t)〉 =
6kBT

Nζ
t+ 12

N−1∑
p=1

kBT

kp
e−∆t/τp cos

(
pπi

N

)
cos

(
qπj

N

)
, (S15) 500

501

where kp = 6π2p2kBT/Nb
2 and τp = ζN2b2/3π2p2kBT for p > 0. Consequently, the 502

average displacement correlation between the ith and jth monomers, at waiting time ∆t, 503

will be 504

Ci,j(∆t) = 〈∆~ri(t; ∆t)∆~rj(t; ∆t)〉 505

= 〈~ri(t+ ∆t)~rj(t+ ∆t)〉+ 〈~ri(t)~rj(t)〉 − 2〈~ri(t+ ∆t)~rj(t)〉 506

=
6kBT

Nζ
∆t+ 24

N−1∑
p=1

kBT

kp

[
1− e−

∆t
τp

]
cos

(
pπi

N

)
cos

(
qπj

N

)
. (S16) 507

508

The first term in the last row of Eq S16 increases linearly with the lag time ∆t, which is 509

contributed from the zeroth mode ~X0 describing diffusion of the center of mass. The 510

second term contains contributions from other modes ~Xp(>0), which varies as 511

1− exp(−∆t/τp) and saturates to a constant (∝
∑N−1
p=1 cos(pπi/N) cos(qπj/N)) as 512

t→∞. Due to the lack of the genomic positions of chromatin loci (i.e., the values of i 513

and j) in the experiment [20], we calculated the spatial correlation function C∆t
s (r) 514

(defined in Eq 4 in the main text) as 515

C∆t
s (r) ≈

∑
i>j Ci,j(∆t)Pi,j(r)∑

i>j Pi,j(r)
(S17) 516

517

which calibrates the displacement correlation between two loci separated by the distance 518

r over the time interval ∆t. Pi,j(r) is the probability density function of the distance r 519

between the ith and jth monomers, which follows [7] 520

Pi,j(r) = 4πr2

(
3

2πb2|i− j|

)3/2

e
− 3r2

2b2|i−j| . (S18) 521
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Eq S16 and S17 are compared with additional simulations of an ideal chain composed of 522

N = 100 monomers, where neighboring monomers along the chain are constrained by 523

harmonic interactions [14] 524

U =

N−1∑
i=1

3kBT

2b2
(~ri+1 − ~ri)2. (S19) 525

BD simulations were carried out by integrating Eq S10 with kBT = 1, ζ = 1, and 526

b = 0.5477. 527

Given that the correlation length lc for an ideal Rouse chain increases with lag time 528

∆t (S4 Fig), the coherent motion of chromatin loci observed at large ∆t itself should not 529

be too surprising (see Fig 4). In the presence of confinement of size Rs, the diffusion of 530

the whole chain would eventually be constrained by the confinement; the first term in 531

the displacement correlation (Eq S16) for the Rouse chain would saturate to R2
s at long 532

time limit, and the confinement effect on the intrachain motion would be negligible as 533

long as R2
s > 〈R2

g〉 = Nb2/6. As clearly demonstrated in S4 Fig, the displacement 534

correlation increases monotonically for ideal Rouse chain. 535

It is important to note that there is a reduction in lc at large ∆t (non-monotonic 536

change of lc with ∆t) in live cells [20] as well as in our simulations when isotropic active 537

noise is included (Fig 6D). 538

Exact result for δ(t) for an ideal Rouse chain 539

It is instructive to compute δ(t), 540

δ(t) =

√
2

N(N − 1)

∑
i<j

(rij(t)− rij(0))2 (S20) 541

for an ideal Rouse polymer because the value of limt→∞〈δ(t)〉 = δeq obtained for this 542

model is an upper bound for any chromosome. Based on Eq S12, the vector between the 543

ith and jth monomers is, 544

~Rij(t) = ~ri(t)− ~rj(t) 545

= 2

N−1∑
p=1

~Xp(t)

[
cos

(
pπi

N

)
− cos

(
pπj

N

)]
. (S21) 546

547

The Rouse normal mode, ~Xp(t), is the solution of the Langevin equation 548

ζp
∂

∂t
~Xp = −kp ~Xp(t) + ~fp(t) (S22) 549

where ζ0 = Nζ and ζp = 2Nζ for p > 0, kp = 6π2kBT
Na2 p2 ≡ ωp2 and 550

〈fpα(t)fpβ(t′)〉 = 2δpqδαβζpkBTδ(t− t′). 551

Let us denote φij(t) ≡ 〈(|~Rij(t)| − |~Rij(0)|)2〉, where 〈· · · 〉 is the ensemble average 552

over both initial condition and the conformations. We use x and E[x] to label average 553

over conformations and average over the initial condition, respectively. With this 554

notation, φij(t) = E[R2
ij(t)] + E[R2

ij(0)]− 2E[|Rij(0)||Rij(t)|]. The function Xp,α (α is 555

one of the three components of ~Xp(t)) is a normal random variable with mean 556

Xp,α(0)e−t/τp and variance (kBT/kp)(1− e−2t/τp), which we write as 557

Xp,α(t) ∼ N
(
Xp,α(0)e−t/τp ,

kBT

kp
(1− e−2t/τp)

)
. (S23) 558
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In the time limit, t→∞, the distribution of Rij(t) does not depend on the initial 559

condition (system is ergodic). Therefore, we obtain limt→∞Xp,α(t) ∼ N
(
0, kBTkp

)
. 560

Because Rij,α(t) is linear combination of Xp,α it follows that Rij,α(t) is also a normal 561

random variable. Consequently, 562

lim
t→∞

Rij,α(t) 563

∼ N

(
0, 4

N−1∑
p=1

[
cos

(
pπi

N

)
− cos

(
pπj

N

)]2
kBT

kp

)
. (S24) 564

565

Since R2
ij(t) =

∑
αR

2
ij,α(t), then limt→∞R2

ij(t) is a non-central chi-squared random 566

variable. Denoting σ2
ij,x = σ2

ij,y = σ2
ij,z = σ2

ij ≡ 4
∑N−1
p=1 [cos(pπiN )− cos(pπjN )]2 kBTkp , we 567

obtain E[R2
ij(t)] =

∑
α=x,y,z E[R2

ij,α(t)] = 3σ2
ij . Since the distribution of Rij,α(t) in the 568

long time limit is the equilibrium distribution, we have E[R2
ij(0)] = E[R2

ij(t)] = 3σ2
ij . 569

In order to calculate E[|Rij(0)||Rij(t)|] we note that |Rij(t)| is independent of the 570

initial condition. Thus, 571

limt→∞E[|Rij(0)||Rij(t)|] = E[|Rij(0)|] limt→∞ |Rij(t)| = (limt→∞ |Rij(t)|)2. It can be 572

shown that limt→∞ |Rij(t)| = limt→∞

√∑
αR

2
ij,α(t). Combining the results for 573

E[R2
ij(t)] and E[|Rij(0)||Rij(t)|] we obtain, 574

lim
t→∞

φij(t) = E[R2
ij(t)] + E[R2

ij(0)]− 2E[|Rij(0)||Rij(t)|] 575

=

(
6− 16

π

)
σ2
ij ≡ cσ2

ij . (S25) 576

577

The value of Λeq = limt→∞ δ(t)2 in the long time limit is, 578

Λeq =
2

N(N − 1)

∑
i<j

lim
t→∞

φij(t) =
2c

N(N − 1)

∑
i<j

σ2
ij . (S26) 579

580

The quantity
∑
i<j σ

2
ij is evaluated as follows, 581

∑
i<j

σ2
ij =

4kBT

ω

∑
i<j

N−1∑
p=1

[
cos

(
pπi

N

)
− cos

(
pπj

N

)]2
1

p2
582

≈ 4kBT

ω

∑
i<j

5|i− j|
N

=
20kBT

ωN

N−1∑
s=1

(N − s)s 583

=
10kBT

3ω
(N − 1)(N + 1). (S27) 584

585

Substituting Eq S27 in Eq S26 we obtain, 586

Λeq =
2c

N(N − 1)

10kBT

3ω
(N − 1)(N + 1) 587

=
20ckBT

3ω

N + 1

N
=

10

9π2

(
6− 16

π

)
a2(N + 1) 588

≈ 0.1a2N. (S28) 589
590

The equilibrium value, δeq, is given by
√

Λeq. For N = 2712 we obtain δeq ≈ 16.5a, 591

which is the upper bound of the excursion of any two loci in chromosomes. 592
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Deviation of diffusion exponent from β = 0.4 593

As discussed in the main text our finding that the growth of the mean square 594

displacement, MSD(t) ≈ tβ with β = 0.4 is consistent with a number of experiments. A 595

notable exception appears to be in the experimental study of Zidovska et al. [20] who 596

found that a quantity MSND(t) obtained from displacement correlation spectroscopy, 597

which is not unrelated to MSD, depends on ATP. In the presence of ATP, presumably 598

the analog of the simulations in the presence of active forces, the value of β ≈ 0.71 for 599

the loci motion averaged over the whole genome in 16 nuclei. However, when ATP is 600

depleted β decreases to ≈ 0.32. Superficially, it might appear that our results are not 601

consistent with their findings [20]. However, there might be genuine differences, which 602

might make it difficult to compare the experimental and simulation results. A few 603

technical points are worth noting. 604

1. In MSND (mean square network displacement) analysis, which is likely related to 605

MSD, Zidovska and colleagues used the following relationship to fit the data over 606

the entire range of time span ∆t: MSND = A+B ×∆tβ
′
, where A (whose value 607

ought to be zero in any fit to MSD) and B are constants. The parameters A, B, 608

and β′ obtained from such a fit over the time regime tend to overestimate the 609

value of β from MSD ∼ ∆tβ at large ∆t, which is more generally used in other 610

studies [21–24]. We reanalyzed the the time dependence of the MSND to extract 611

the β values, and found that data are fitted with β ≈ 0.5 for the “control,” 612

β ≈ 0.4 for many different types of drug-treated cells, and β ≈ 0.18 for the 613

ATP-depleted cell (see S8 Fig for details). 614

2. Both β′ and β values for ATP depleted cell discussed above are significantly 615

smaller than the diffusion exponent 0.4. The images of live cells and 616

ATP-depleted cells are visually different (compare Fig 4A and Fig 4B in Ref. [20]. 617

In addition, according to other independent measurements, reporting ATP-level 618

dependent compaction and the recovery of original cell state after the 619

“wash” [25,26], ATP depletion induces chromatin compaction and substantially 620

slows down of the dynamics via a caging effect [27, 28], as found in glassy systems. 621

We surmise that to experimentally acquire the desired diffusion exponent 622

β ≈ 0.4− 0.5 from ATP-depleted condition that suppresses the biological activity, 623

it is necessary that the lag time (∆t) for MSD measurement be greater than the 624

time scale associated with caging. In other words the scarcity of data points 625

beyond ∆t ≈ 2s (S8 Fig) and the restriction that the maximum value of ∆t to ≈ 626

10s makes it difficult to conclude definitively that ATP-depletion significantly 627

change the exponent of the time-dependence of MSND. Measurements for much 628

longer ∆t values are needed to compare with our simulations and other 629

experimental studies. A study on bacterial chromosome showed clearly that the β 630

exponent remains almost identical to be β = 0.4 even when the ATP is depleted, 631

but that the diffusivity is reduced significantly [21,22] 632
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